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Te Manava Luxury Villas & Spa offers the perfect blend of luxury and independence for those
seeking a romantic escape in South Seas Polynesia.
Located on the island of Rarotonga, with beachfront location overlooking the pure white sands
and crystal clear waters of Muri beach and lagoon, this 5-star villa complex is ideal for discerning
travellers who desire the freedom to be self-sufficient while experiencing the quality
accommodation and amenities of a high-end property.
Each self-contained villa comes with a full gourmet kitchen, laundry facilities, and relaxing private
outdoor courtyard or sundeck, with sun loungers and a private pool exclusively for your use.
Optional services from our Guest Services Menu will assist you in tailor-making your own
romantic Rarotongan experience. These services range from daily housekeeping and luxury bath
products from Bvlgari, to an intimate 5-course meal prepared on-site by your own personal
executive chef. The beauty of the Te Manava Luxury Villas & Spa concept is that you only pay
for the services you want or need.
You will be spoilt for choice when it comes to encounters that will enhance the romance of
your special getaway. Experience an intimate couples massage at the tranquil Te Manava spa,
enjoy a romantic dinner at a private location on the grounds of our sister-property,
Pacific Resort Rarotonga, take a sunset or moon-lit stroll along Muri beach, or plan a wedding
or renewal of vows ceremony in paradise. Honeymooners will enjoy the luxury and privacy of
our villas and will be delighted with the complimentary wine, flowers and a small gift they will
receive on arrival.
Te Manava Luxury Villas & Spa will infuse your romantic getaway with 5-star luxury while
allowing privacy and independence, and ensure you leave us having experienced the charm and
romance of Rarotonga.
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